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Description 

Fusion 360 Manage is great at supporting business process workflows and bridging 
company silos across product changes.  It can also be used to pull suppliers into those 
processes.  One of the most common ways is through the RFQ’s (Request for Quote) 
process for new parts or part revisions.  We’ll show how you can get Engineering, 
Supply Chain, and outside vendors communicating with Manage as a common tool and 
then how to tie those quotes and cost changes to parts, so you don’t have to hunt down 
multiple emails for costing analysis.  We’ll cover how an engineer can put out a request 
to the procurement department for a new part, how purchasing can share that part with 
multiple vendors, and finally, how those vendors can provide quotes for that part in their 
own private quote workspace. 

 

Speaker(s) 

As a PLM consultant for IMAGINiT Technologies, Jeremy helps companies with their business 
and revision control processes. He has expertise in manufacturing, CAD, ERP systems, and go-
to-market optimization for companies operating in high growth categories. He enjoys being at 
the intersection of technology, operations, and engineering. Jeremy has held several roles 
across various industries, including managing engineering projects for polymer blending, ozone 
generation, commercial lighting, and restaurant equipment.  He also has software experience as 
a .NET developer and Systems Administrator for AWS. 
 
 

 

 

Learning Objectives 

• Set up workspaces needed to run an RFQ business process without external users 

• Set up workspaces needed to run an RFQ business process with external users 

• Explore the scripts and settings required to get the workspaces to share data 

• Understand Security and how limited access can be provided to Suppliers 
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Out-of-the-Box (OOTB) and Common Workspaces 

Suppliers Workspace 
The Suppliers workspace comes OOTB with Fusion 360 Manage.  It is a required workspace for 
this case, however it can be modified to fit your needs.  Since the RFQ is going to be related to 
a supplier, a record for that supplier is also needed in the Suppliers workspace. 
 

 
Figure 1 – Suppliers Workspace 

 

Approval Lists Workspace 
The Approval Lists workspace also comes OOTB with Manage.  It is a required workspace for 
both cases, however it can be modified to fit your needs. Notice that we have an Internal and 
External Request Team which lists the Procurement users who have the authority/responsibility 
to issue RFQs to the suppliers.  Those people are listed in the Stage 1 field of the Approvers 
section. 
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Figure 2 - Approval Lists Workspace 

 

Reports 
The External RFQ process uses a report to provide a summary of all quotes received from 
suppliers.  It needs to have it’s filter criteria set to Edit at Runtime. The report look like this: 

 
Figure 3 - Report Settings 

 

Internal RFQ Process  
Many times you won’t have the need or option to grant your suppliers access to your tenant.  
This limitation should not stop you from using Fusion 360 Manage to control your RFQ process.  
This is the simplified process and workspaces needed to accomplish it. 

. 
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RFQ Internal Workspace 
This is the workspace where Engineers create requests for Procurement to get quotes from 
vendors or outside suppliers.   
 

Details Tab 
The Item Details tab is where the RFQ info is entered.  The General and Internal Team 
is filled out by the Engineer, while the remaining sections are completed by the 
Proceurement Team member. 

 
 

 
 

 
Figure 4 - RFQ Internal Details Tab 

Quote Tab 
The Quotes tab is where the Procurement Team user enters the info from the quotes 
they receive from Suppliers.  The rows in this tab are created by the system, one for 
each supplier, when the Procurement User  performs the Supplier Info Completed 
transition of the workflow. 
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Figure 5 - RFQ Internal Quotes Tab 

 

Workflow Tab 
The Workflow Actions tab controls the business process for the Internal RFQ.  The RFQ 
transitions through it’s process states based on the user and permissions.  In this case 
the Engineer user starts the process and fills out the info in the first two (2) sections of 
the Detail tab.  The Internal Request transition notifies all the individuals listed as 
Procurement Members.  Any one of those users can take the request, fill out the info in 
the Requestor section of the Details tab, and then perform the Supplier Info Complete 
action.  This transition fills out the Quote tab info via an action script.  The Procurement 
Team member then contacts the suppliers, which is handled outside the system via 
emails or ERP communications and progresses the Sent to Suppliers transition.  The 
External RFQ process can be used to keep this communication within the system.  As 
the Procurement user receives the quotes from the suppliers they record the info in the 
Quotes tab, finishing by recording who was awarded the business and transitioning the 
workflow with the Complete action. 
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Figure 6 - RFQ Internal Workflow Actions Tab 

 

Attachments Tab 
The Attachments tab is where the Procurement user can attach any quotes or other 
documents. 

 

 
Figure 7 - RFQ Internal Attachments Tab 
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External RFQ Process  
In this case you have the ability to allow Suppliers into your tenant, usually with a Participant 
License.  This allows them to create their own quotes in the system and removes any need for 
communications outside the system which can get lost.   

Security Groups 
Each supplier will require their own Security Group.  The naming should be consistent as 
the script needs to add the Group as an additional owner to the Supplier Quotes 
workspace.  In this case the script looks like this: 
 
var securityGroup = 'SUPPLIER_' + item.SUPPLIER; 
addGroupOwner(item,securityGroup); 
 
This way any new supplier will need a Security group named SUPPLIER_Name where 
Name matches the Suppliers name in the Supplier Workspace record. 

 

 
Figure 8 – Security Groups 

Users 
Multiple users from the supplier can be added to the Group, however each will consume 
a license. 
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Figure 9 - Users in Group 

 

 

RFQ External Workspace 
Similar to the RFQ Internal process, this is the workspace where Engineers create requests for 
Procurement to get quotes.  
 

Details Tab 
The Item Details tab is where the RFQ info is entered.   
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Figure 10 - RFQ External Details Tab 

The tab has a field called Quote Analysis with a link to a report in the Reports area of 
Fusion 360 Manage.  The field itself is a Single Line Text field with a Computed Field 
Formula. 

 

 
Figure 11 - Field Settings 
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This formula: 

 
'<a 
href="https://asiquickstartdemo.autodeskplm360.net/reportRunAjaxRequestorAction.do?
reportID=246&workspaceID=157&reportTypeInRequest=reportTypeHtml&index(1__NE
WROW)=&value(1__ALL_FILTER_FIELDS__NEWROW)=RFQ_NUMBER_FILTER_ME
TA_DMS_TYPE_10&value(1__ALL_FILTER__NEWROW)=2&value(1__FILTER_VALU
E__NEWROW)=' || NUMBER || '" target="_blank">View Report</a> ' 
 

makes the field a hyperlink and passes in parameters to a report which uses an Edit at 
Runtime Filter to return back only the Supplier Quotes needed for this RFQ. 

 

Workflow Tab 
The Workflow Actions tab controls the business process for the Extenal RFQ.  It follows 
the same process as the Internal RFQ process until the Supplier Info Completed 
transition.  At this point the system creates a record in the new Supplier Quotes 
workspace for each supplier and adds a hyperlink in the Quotes Created field.  Info in 
the RFQ workspace fields are passed to the new Supplier Quote record via script to 
save data entry time.  The workflow then stays in the Waiting for Responses state until 
the Supplier Quotes are completed by the suppliers and the RFQ is awarded, at which 
point the system automatically transitions the workflow of the RFQ to Complete. 

 

 
Figure 12 - RFQ External Workflow Actions Tab 

 

Supplier Quotes Workspace 
This is a custom made workspace were records are created automatically by the RFQ External 
workspace.  This is done via scripting where the Supplier Quote record is created and an 
Additional owner is assigned, using the Security group of the Supplier.  A supplier can now log 
into the workspace and see only their quotes.   
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Details Tab 
The General Section and MOQ Request quantities are carried over from the RFQ.  The 
rest of the info is completed by the suppler. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 13 - Supplier Quotes Details Tab 

 

Workflow Tab 
They are also able to progress the quote through it’s workflow.  The record starts in a 
Waiting for Supplier state at which point the supplier can Request More Info from 
Procurement, fill in info and Quote Complete, or choose to No Bid.  The Procurement 
user is then notified and either awards or rejects the quote, which automatically 
Completes the corresponding RFQ and notifies the Engineer who requested it. 
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Figure 14 - Supplier Quotes Workflow Tab 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


